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[57] ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides an external cavity laser that 
has wide-range continuous tuning and is compatible with a 
compact, robust, inexpensive form factor. In an embodiment 
of the invention a tunable external cavity laser is disclosed. 
The laser includes a laser ampli?er, a retrore?ector, a ?rst 
and second re?ector and a translator. The retrore?ector is 
located in a path of the beam provided by the laser ampli?er. 
The ?rst and second re?ectors are positioned opposite one 
another and in the path of the beam between the laser 
ampli?er and the retrore?ector. The translator translates at 
least one of said ?rst re?ector and said second re?ector to 
vary the separation between the re?ectors along the path of 
the beam, thereby tuning the laser ampli?er. In another 
embodiment of the invention a method for adjusting wave 
length in an optical device is disclosed. The method com 
prises the act of translating at least one of the ?rst and the 
second re?ective surfaces to vary a separation between the 
re?ectors along the path of a beam emitted by the laser 
ampli?er to tune the laser. 

20 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets 
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CONTINUOUSLY-TUNABLE EXTERNAL 
CAVITY LASER 

This application claims bene?t of priority under 35 
U.S.C. §119(e) of US. Provisional Application No. 60/104, 
448, ?led Oct. 16, 1998, entitled “CONTINUOUSLY 
TUNABLE, INTERFERENCE-FILTER-BASED EXTER 
NAL CAVITY DIODE LASER” Which is hereby 
incorporated by reference in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Copyright Authorization 

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 
contains material Which is subject to copyright protection. 
The copyright oWner has no objection to the facsimile 
reproduction by anyone of the patent disclosure, as it 
appears in the US. Patent and Trademark Of?ce patent ?les 
or records, but otherWise reserves all copyright rights What 
soever. 

1. Field of Invention 

The ?eld of the present invention relates in general to 
tunable external cavity lasers, and particularly to an 
improved tuning system Which suppresses mode-hopping 
and reduces unWanted feedback. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Wavelength division multiplexed optical communications 

systems require compact optical sources Which can be tuned 
to speci?c channel Wavelengths. Prior art is the distributed 
feedback laser (DFB). Producing a DFB laser for a speci?c 
Wavelength is a loW-yield, statistical process. DFB’s are 
tunable over a feW nanometers, but a single DFB cannot be 
tuned to all of the Wavelengths in the communications band 
(roughly 50—100 nm Wide). External cavity semiconductor 
lasers, on the other hand, can be Widely tuned to cover the 
entire band With a single unit. The common grating-based 
designs, hoWever, are too large and delicate to be used as 
installed sources in WDM systems. What is needed is a neW 
type of external cavity laser that has Wide-range continuous 
tuning and possesses a compact, robust, inexpensive form 
factor. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides an external cavity laser 
that has Wide-range continuous tuning and possesses a 
compact, robust, inexpensive form factor. 

In an embodiment of the invention a tunable external 
cavity laser is disclosed. The laser includes an optical gain 
medium, a retrore?ector, a ?rst and second re?ector and a 
translator. The gain medium emits a beam. The retrore?ector 
is located in a path of the beam. The ?rst and second 
re?ectors are positioned opposite one another and in the path 
of the beam betWeen the laser ampli?er and the retrore?ec 
tor. The translator translates at least one of said ?rst re?ector 
and said second re?ector to vary a separation betWeen the 
re?ectors along the path of the beam, thereby tuning the 
laser ampli?er. 

In another embodiment of the invention a method for 
adjusting Wavelength in an optical device including a laser 
ampli?er, a retrore?ector and an etalon is provided. The 
etalon includes a ?rst and a second re?ective surface. The 
method of adjusting the Wavelength comprising the act of: 

translating at least one of the ?rst and the second re?ective 
surfaces to vary a separation betWeen the re?ectors 
along the path of a beam emitted by the laser ampli?er 
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2 
thereby varying a Wavelength at Which constructive 
interference betWeen the re?ective surfaces takes place. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other features and advantages of the present 
invention Will become more apparent to those skilled in the 
art from the folloWing detailed description in conjunction 
With the appended draWings in Which: 

FIGS. 1A—1B are respectively isometric and top vieWs of 
a tunable external cavity laser according to the current 
invention. 

FIG. 2A is an exploded side vieW of the etalon and 
corrective elements shoWn in FIGS. 1A—B. 

FIGS. 2B—2E shoW alternate embodiments for the etalon 
and corrective elements shoWn in FIG. 2A. 

FIGS. 3A—3B are graphs Which shoW respectively mode 
hopping and phase continuous tuning of the external cavity 
laser shoWn in the accompanying ?gures. 

FIGS. 4A—4B are respectively isometric and top vieWs of 
an alternate embodiment of the etalon and corrective ele 
ments in Which both spurious interference and re?ections are 
suppressed. 

FIGS. 5A—5B are respectively detailed isometric and top 
vieWs of an external cavity diode laser incorporating an 
embodiment of a lens system suitable for use With the novel 
etalon and corrective elements shoWn in FIGS. 4A—B. 

FIGS. 6A—6B are respectively detailed isometric and top 
vieWs of an external cavity diode laser incorporating another 
embodiment of a lens system suitable for use With the novel 
etalon and corrective elements shoWn in FIGS. 4A—B. 

FIGS. 7A—7B are respectively detailed isometric and top 
vieWs of an external cavity diode laser incorporating still 
another embodiment of a lens system suitable for use With 
the novel etalon and corrective elements shoWn in FIGS. 
4A—B. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EMBODIMENTS 

The continuously-tunable external cavity laser of the 
current invention provides the advantages of a compact form 
factor, precise tuning, an absence of mode-hopping and 
reduced feedback from both spurious interference and 
re?ections in the external cavity. 

In various embodiments of the invention, a “degenerate 
resonator” type of cavity con?guration is utiliZed. This 
con?guration is very tolerant to various angular and lateral 
misalignments to Which the laser may be subjected. This 
property makes it easy to assemble and gives the laser robust 
tolerances to environmental ?uctuations in transport, 
storage, and service. The principles of degenerate resonators 
are Well-knoWn and taught in references, e.g., J. A. Arnaud, 
Beam and Fiber Optics, NeW York Academic Press 1976 
and P. Zorabedian, Interference-?lter-tuned, Alignment Sta 
bilizea' External Cavity Laser, Optical Letters Volume 13, 
1988, Which is incorporated by reference as if fully set forth 
herein. 

FIGS. 1—2 and 4—7 are shoWn With reference to a three 
axis X, Y, Z coordinate system. The optical components of 
all embodiments except that shoWn in FIGS. 7A—B are laid 
out along an optical axis 100, Which is itself parallel With the 
“Z” axis. 

FIGS. 1A—B are respectively isometric and top vieWs of 
an embodiment of the external cavity laser according to the 
current invention. The laser external cavity is delimited by 
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the partially re?ecting rear facet 104 of the gain medium/ 
laser ampli?er 102 and by an external retrore?ector 122. 
Tunable feedback to control the lasing Wavelength is pro 
vided by the external cavity Which is optically coupled to the 
anti-re?ection side of the gain medium. The effective 
re?ectivity of the external cavity should be much greater 
than the residual re?ectivity of the AR coated front facet 106 
so that the tuning element, i.e., an interference ?lter/etalon 
can deliver suf?cient feedback to put the laser in the “strong 
feedback” regime. 

The external cavity laser includes a laser ampli?er 102, a 
lens system 164, quarter-Wave plates/optical retarders 
112—114, an interference ?lter/etalon 162, a corrective ele 
ment 120, a translator 144, a tuner 160, a retrore?ector 122, 
a base 138, and mounting blocks 140—142, 146—148. The 
laser ampli?er 102 in the embodiment shoWn is a laser diode 
With a rear and front facet, respectively 104—106. The lens 
system includes collimating/focusing lenses 108—110. The 
etalon includes ?rst and second re?ectors, 116—118. 

Structurally, the tunable laser is shoWn laid out along a 
longitudinal axis 100. The laser ampli?er, in an embodiment 
of the invention, is a conventional Fabry-Perot laser diode 
With a partially re?ecting dielectric coating on the rear facet 
and an AR coating on the front facet. The front and rear 
facets 106—104 of the laser diode are aligned With longitu 
dinal axis 100. The laser diode is coupled to the base 138 via 
mounting block 148. The proximal end of the external cavity 
is located at the front facet 106 of the laser diode. The distal 
end of the external cavity is de?ned by the retrore?ector 122. 
The retrore?ector is af?xed to the base via mount 140. The 
collimating/focusing lens pair 108—110 is mounted coaxially 
With the optical axis 100 proximate the front facet 106. 
These lenses collimate and focus ray 124 from the laser 
diode 102. The collimating and focusing lenses are af?xed to 
the base 138 via mount 146. The quarter-Wave plate/optical 
retarder 112 is positioned coaxially With and betWeen the 
collimating and focusing lenses. It also is affixed to the base 
via mount 146. The second of the optical retarders 114 lies 
Within the external cavity adjacent the distal end thereof and 
proximate to the retrore?ector 122. It also is affixed to the 
base 138 via mounting block 140 Which it shares With the 
retrore?ector. The etalon 162 may be either gas-spaced or 
solid type. In the embodiment shoWn, the etalon is of a 
gas-spaced/air-gap type. The etalon de?ned by the opposing 
planar ?rst and second re?ectors 116—118 is a Wedge-shaped 
air-gap. The re?ectors are adhered to the inWard facing 
surfaces of, respectively, a transmissive substrate 130 and 
the corrective element 120. In an embodiment of the 
invention, the re?ectors may be formed by dielectrically 
coating the interior faces of the transmissive substrate 130 
and the corrective element 120 With a highly re?ecting, i.e., 
R>90% dielectric layer. The substrate and corrective ele 
ment are in turn coupled via mount 142 and translator 144 
to the base 138. 

In operation, the embodiment shoWn in FIGS. 1A—B 
alloWs both tuning of the Wavelength in the external cavity 
and adjustment of the cavity length to avoid mode-hopping. 

In FIG. 1A, a beam 124 is shoWn emanating from the 
front facet 106 of the laser ampli?er 102. In an embodiment, 
the laser ampli?er comprises a laser diode Which preferen 
tially ampli?es linearly polariZed light of a certain orienta 
tion. The beam is collimated by lens 108, subject to a change 
in polariZation from linear to circular by quarter-Wave plate 
112 and focused by lens 110. The beam is focused by lens 
110 so that the Waist portion of the beam, i.e., the portion in 
Which Wave fronts are substantially planar, lies Within the 
air-gap portion of etalon 162. The ?ltered beam passes 
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4 
through the transmissive substrate 130 and a second of the 
quarter-Wave plates 114 to the retrore?ector 122. Either or 
both the retrore?ector 122 and the back facet 104 may be 
fully or partially re?ective. In the embodiment shoWn, 
output beams 150—152 are shoWn passing through, 
respectively, the partially re?ective retrore?ector 122 and 
the partially re?ective back facet 104 of the diode 102. 
The tuning of the cavity is accomplished by translation of 

the Wedge-shaped etalon 162 across the path of the beam 
124. In the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1, the translation of 
the etalon 162 is brought about by the translator 144 
translating the etalon along translation axis 190. As the 
etalon translates along the translation axis 190, the laser 
beam intersects progressively narroWer portions of the 
Wedge-shaped air-gap thereby tuning for progressively 
shorter Wavelengths at Which to tune the cavity. 
The required range of motion of the translator 144 along 

the translation axis 190 may be in the centimeter range in 
practice. A variety of compact motor technologies might be 
used to generate this displacement, e.g., thermomechanical, 
ultra-sonic motor, linear stepper, etc. In an embodiment of 
the invention, the translator 144 operates under the control 
of a tuner 160. The tuner may operate With or Without a 
Wavelength feedback element to select speci?c Wavelengths 
at Which to tune the cavity. 

Etalon 162 has repeating loss characteristics called 
“orders”. With interference ?lters/etalons, the orders are 
closely spaced. The ?lter/etalon can tune the laser aWay 
from a gain peak by :Vz-FSR Where FSR is the free spectral 
range or frequency separation of peaks. Thus, for example, 
for a tuning range of 100 nm2, the free spectral range must 
be on the order of 12,500 GigaHertZ at a Wavelength of 1.55 
pm. Further teachings on etalon loss characteristics are set 
forth in Hecht, Optics 3rd Edition, Addison Wesley, 1998 
Ch. 9, Which is incorporated by reference as if fully set forth 
herein. 
As the laser is tuned, mode-hopping Will occur unless the 

integer number of half-Wavelengths in the external cavity is 
maintained constant. In order to accomplish this latter obj ec 
tive a corrective element 120 is provided. In the embodiment 
shoWn the corrective element is fabricated from a optically 
transmissive material With a uniform index of refraction. 
This corrective element has a Wedge-shaped cross-section in 
the Y-Z plane. The exterior face of the corrective element 
120 Which faces the laser ampli?er 102 may be AR coated. 
By translating the corrective element 120 to vary the path 

length of the cavity in synchroniZation With the ?ltered 
Wavelength of the etalon 162, a constant mode number is 
maintained in the external cavity While tuning the laser. The 
constant mode number results from the fact that during 
translation as the etalon gap Widens, thereby tuning for 
longer Wavelengths, the thickness of the corrective element 
increases. Since the index of refraction of the correction 
element is greater than that of the air, the overall average 
index of refraction in the external cavity is increased, this 
reducing the propagation speed of the beam and effectively 
lengthening the optical path length of the cavity. 

Thus, by cascading the corrective element 120, e.g., glass 
Wedge, With the Wedged interference ?lter/etalon 162 to vary 
the path length of the cavity in synchronism With the ?ltered 
Wavelength, a constant mode number is maintained in the 
cavity during the tuning of the laser. 

FIG. 2A is a side-vieW of the Wedge-shaped air-gap etalon 
and corrective element portion of the tunable external cavity 
laser shoWn in FIGS. 1A—B. FIG. 2B is an exploded side 
cross-sectional vieW of the air-gap and corrective element 
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portion of the tunable laser. The etalon 162 and corrective 
element 120 are sandwiched betWeen, on a proximal side, 
the focusing lens 110 and quarter-Wave plate 112 and on a 
distal side, the quarter-Wave plate 114 and retrore?ector 122. 
In this embodiment each of the components is aligned With 
and intersected by the optical axis 100. In this embodiment, 
the translation axis 190 is generally orthogonal to and 
intersects With the optical axis 100, though this need not be 
the case. 

The maximum angle of the etalon Wedge formed by the 
?rst and second re?ectors 116—118, ie the tuning angle, is 
set by the requirement that the center shift over one beam 
diameter should be less than the etalon/?lter full Width at 
half max (fWhm). 

The corrective element 120 is, in this embodiment of the 
invention, fabricated from an optical element having a 
uniform index of refraction. The corrective element has a 
Wedge-shaped pro?le With exterior and interior generally 
planar surfaces Which converge at a corrective angle 202. In 
the embodiment shoWn, both the corrective element 120 and 
the air gap etalon 162 are coupled to mount 142, Which is in 
turn coupled to translator 144. The translator 144 is af?xed 
to the base 138 (See FIG. 1A). The translator is coupled to 
and controlled by the tuner 160. The tuner may include 
feedback elements, such as sensors, to monitor laser oper 
ating parameters, eg Wavelength of the laser. In an embodi 
ment of the invention in Which the translator is a pieZo 
electric element, the tuner Would provide the electrical 
impulse to control the expansion and contraction of the 
pieZo element along the translation axis 190. This Would 
have the effect of translating both the air-gap etalon and the 
corrective element synchronously across the optical axis. 

In FIG. 2A, the combined etalon and corrective element 
assembly is shoWn at a retracted position 204 and an 
extended position 206, linearly displaced from one another 
along the translation axis 190. FIG. 2B provides an exploded 
cross-sectional vieW of the paths 224—226 and 220—222 of 
the beam 124 at each of these positions through both the 
air-gap etalon 162 and the corrective element 120. In the 
retracted position 204 the beam traverses relatively thicker 
portions 224—226 of respectively the air-gap etalon and the 
corrective element. In the extended position 206 the beam 
traverses relatively thinner portions 220—222 of respectively 
the air-gap etalon and the corrective element. Thus, in the 
extended position of the etalon and corrective element, the 
etalon supports shorter Wavelengths at Which constructive 
interference takes place betWeen the re?ective surfaces of 
the etalon or higher frequencies of lasing. In the retracted 
position, the etalon supports longer Wavelengths and loWer 
frequencies of lasing at Which constructive interference 
takes place. The required relationship betWeen the change in 
the etalon gap “G” and the change in the optical path length 
“P” is 

Absent the corrective element 120, the translational tun 
ing of the air-gap etalon Would result in mode-hopping since 
both the optical and actual length of the external cavity 
Would be constant. The optical length “P of a cavity is the 
sum of the product of refractive index “n” and thickness “L” 
along the optical axis of each of the elements “i” through 
Which the beam passes. More speci?cally, the optical length 
of the external cavity is the sum of each of these products or 
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In the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 2A, the corrective element 
120 is a material fabricated from a substrate With a uniform 
index of refraction Which varies in thickness and is affixed 
to and actuated by the same translator 144 Which positions 
the etalon 162. Thus, the translation of the corrective ele 
ment 120 provides a variation in the average index of 
refraction of the optical path. By synchroniZing the etalon 
and corrective element, the average index of refraction along 
the beam path varies directly With the tuned Wavelength thus 
maintaining the same integer number of half-Wavelengths in 
the external cavity and avoiding mode-hopping. 

In addition to the above discussed mechanisms for pro 
viding cavity tuning by etalon translation and optical path 
correction, the embodiment of the invention shoWn in FIGS. 
1—2 also diminishes the amount of spurious re?ections 214 
Which are fed back into the laser ampli?er 102. These 
spurious re?ections arise When the laser beam strikes the 
?rst re?ector 116. In the embodiment shoWn in FIGS. 1—2, 
the normals to either the ?rst and second re?ectors lie Within 
the Z-Y reference plane. Because of the narroW Wedge (aka 
tuning) angle betWeen the re?ectors, the beam intersects 
each of the re?ectors substantially orthogonally. This results 
in out-of-band, un?ltered spurious re?ections and spurious 
interference being fed back directly to the gain medium (see 
FIG. 2 reference 214, 210). This unWanted feedback is 
detrimental to the operation of the laser. 
The quarter-Wave plates 112—114 reduce the feedback 

from spurious re?ections 214. The ?lter/etalon 162 operates 
in double-pass transmission for feeding back narroW band 
light to the gain medium. A high ?nesse interference ?lter/ 
etalon has sharp transmission peaks. Light Which is not 
transmitted by the ?lter/etalon 162 is re?ected back toWard 
the gain medium. This embodiment of the invention makes 
use of the fact that the gain medium preferentially ampli?es 
substantially linearly polariZed light, along With the polar 
iZation transforming properties of quarter-Wave plates. The 
?ltered light passes tWice through both quarter-Wave plate 
112 and quarter-Wave plate 114 and thus returns to the gain 
medium With the same polariZation as it started With. The 
re?ected light 214 passes tWice through only quarter-Wave 
plate 112 and thus returns to the gain medium With the 
orthogonal polariZation it started With and thus is not ampli 
?ed by the gain medium. Further teachings on the function 
ing of quarter-Wave plates are found in R. C. Jones “A New 
Calculus for the Treatment of Optical Systems” Journal of 
the Optical Society of America, Volume 31, Page 488—493, 
July 1941 Which is incorporated by reference as if fully set 
forth herein. 

FIGS. 2C—D shoW alternate embodiments of the etalon 
and corrective element Which retain each of the above 
discussed features including translational tuning, as Well as 
suppression of both mode-hopping and spurious re?ections. 

In the ?rst of these embodiments shoWn in FIG. 2C, the 
second re?ector of the air-gap etalon is af?xed directly to the 
interior face of the quarter-Wave plate 122 and the retrore 
?ector 122 has been af?xed directly to an exterior face of the 
quarter-Wave plate 122. The entire assembly including the 
associated Wedge-shaped corrective element 120 is coupled 
via mount 142 and translator 144 to base 138 (not shoWn). 
These components are moved by the translator along the 
translation axis 190 (see FIG. 2A) With the same effects in 
terms of tuning and adjustment of the index of refraction of 
the external cavity to maintain an integer number of Wave 
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length in the cavity as has been described and discussed 
above in connection With FIG. 2A. Additionally, the quarter 
Wave plates have a similar effect to that described and 
discussed above as Well, i.e., suppressing spurious re?ection 
of the beam from the ?rst re?ector 116. 

In another embodiment of the invention shoWn in FIG. 
2D, many of the features shoWn in FIG. 2B, including the 
combination of the retrore?ector 122 With the quarter-Wave 
plate 114 and second re?ector 118, are retained. In this 
embodiment of the invention, the corrective element 230 is 
a substrate of uniform thickness but having an index of 
refraction grated along the translation axis. The grated index 
of refraction can be realiZed by various vacuum dopant 
diffusion techniques Which increase the refractive index 
along the translation axis. The corrective element 230 is 
coupled via mount 142 and translator 144 to the base. As the 
translator extends and retracts the air gap, it also extends and 
retracts the corrective element across the optical path 100. 
This has the effect of causing the beam to intersect cross 
sectional portions of the corrective element Which have 
greater or lesser indices of refraction thus effecting the 
overall optical path length of the cavity. As discussed above 
the quarter-Wave plates 112—114 provide for the suppression 
of spurious re?ections of the beam off the ?rst re?ector 116. 

FIG. 2E shoWs an alternate embodiment of the invention 
in Which both the corrective element and the ?rst re?ector 
116 of the etalon are stationary. In this embodiment, only the 
assembly comprising the second re?ector 118 of the etalon, 
the quarter-Wave plate 144 and the retrore?ector 122, are 
subject to translation along the translation axis 190 (see FIG. 
2A) by means of the translator 144. The opposing ?rst and 
second re?ectors 116—118 maintain similar angular 
relationship, i.e., tuning angle 200, to that described and 
discussed above in connection With FIGS. 2A—D. The 
second re?ector 118 is a generally planar surface intersected 
by the optical axis 100. The translation of the second 
re?ector 118 along the translation axis results in a variation 
of the thickness of the air gap betWeen the re?ectors relative 
to the optical axis. This alloWs for the above-discussed 
tuning of the external cavity. Additionally, the corrective 
element 240 is ?xed. In this embodiment the corrective 
element is fabricated from a material in Which the refractive 
index can be varied by means of an electrical stimulus 
provided by a mode controller 260. The mode controller is 
coupled both to the corrective element 240 as Well as to the 
tuner 160. The tuner extends and retracts the second re?ector 
116 of the etalon to increase or decrease the frequency at 
Which the external cavity lases. Concurrently, the mode 
controller applies the appropriate electrical energy to the 
corrective element 240 so as to increase or decrease the 
refractive index of the element to vary the optical path length 
of the cavity so as to suppress mode-hopping during tuning 
of the laser. 

FIGS. 3A—B are graphs shoWing the operation of the 
tunable laser shoWn in FIGS. 1A—B and 2A—E, respectively, 
With and Without the corrective element 120 (see also FIGS. 
2C—E reference numbers 230 and 240). 

The Wavelengths of the longitudinal modes of the laser 
cavity are related to the cavity length by 

2 

Where m is an integer referred to as the mode number. 
Typically m>103. The laser may only oscillate at Wave 
lengths Which are longitudinal modes. The siZe of the 
mode-hops is approximately 
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Where K6 is the center of the tuning range. Therefore, if the 
cavity length remains constant as the ?lter/etalon peak is 
tuned, the laser output Will change discontinuously, giving 
rise to a tuning characteristic knoWn as mode-hop tuning 
(See FIG. 3A). 
As shoWn in FIG. 3A, the tuning of a cavity Without a 

corrective element involves a change in Wavelength and in 
the integer number of half-Wavelengths in the tuning cavity 
over the entire operating range. This in turn produces the 
discontinuous plot 300 of laser Wavelength versus the feed 
back Wavelength generated by the etalon/?lter. 

If, on the other hand, cavity length can be varied so that 

Lexi : M‘ 

for a ?xed integer M, as the laser wavelength A is varied, 
then the laser Will alWays oscillate at the same mode number. 
In other Words, there Will be no mode-hops and the laser 
Wavelength Will track the ?lter Wavelength in continuous 
fashion. This type of tuning is called mode-hop-free or 
phase-continuous tuning and is illustrated in FIG. 3B. To 
ensure single-longitudinal-mode operation With a high side 
mode suppression ratio, the ?lter must create a differential 
loss betWeen the lasing mode and the neighboring longitu 
dinal modes. Lasing Will occur at the peak of the net gain. 
Sidemode rejection depends on the full Width at half 
maximum (fWhm) of the ?lter loss pro?le compared to 

C 

Lm 

Where Lexi is the length of the external cavity. The ideal, 
though not necessary condition is that 

C 

Lm 
fwhm 2: 

This condition can be approached With interference ?lter/ 
etalon based technology. 
As shoWn in FIG. 3B, the plot 302 of lasing Wavelength 

versus the Wavelength tuned for by the etalon/?lter is 
substantially continuous, i.e., Without discontinuities result 
ing from mode-hopping. This phase continuous tuning is 
achieved by a corrective element Which in any of the 
embodiments shoWn in FIGS. 2A—E and elseWhere has the 
property of increasing the optical length of the cavity as the 
Wavelength to Which the cavity is tuned increases. 

FIGS. 4A—B shoW an alternate embodiment of the inven 
tion Which alloWs for suppression of both spurious re?ec 
tions and spurious interference Without the use of intracavity 
Wave plates. FIG. 4A is an isometric side vieW of the tuning 
and corrective element portion of the laser While FIG. 4B is 
a top vieW. The laser includes a lens system 440 Which 
focuses the Waist region of the laser beam on the etalon so 
that it is elongated on a major axis and compressed along a 
minor axis resulting in a substantially elliptical cross 
sectional pro?le 410. The major and minor axes along Which 
the expansion and compression of the beam takes place lie 
in a plane parallel to the X-Y plane. The minor axis along 
Which the beam is compressed is substantially collinear With 
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the above-discussed translation axis 190 along Which the 
Wedge-shaped etalon is translated. The Wedge or tuning 
angle 200 lies substantially With the Z-Y plane. 
As shoWn in FIG. 4B the entire tuning and correction 

assembly comprising in this embodiment the translator 144, 
mount 142, etalon 162, corrective element 120, and sub 
strate 130, is displaced arcuately about the translation axis 
by a tilt angle 402. This angulation, on the order of 6 
degrees, is suf?cient to cause spurious re?ections 214 to 
vector aWay from the optical axis 100. Additionally, this 
embodiment provides for the spurious interference 210 to be 
directed aWay from the optical axis. This results in a higher 
?delity of the tuning of the laser as Well as the elimination 
of quarter-Wave plates or their equivalent. 

FIGS. 5—7 shoW alternate embodiments of the 
anamorphic/astigmatic lens system 440. FIGS. 5A—B are 
isometric and top vieWs of an embodiment of the astigmatic/ 
anamorphic lens system 440. In this embodiment the laser 
diode 102 is fabricated With a Wave guide Which produces a 
highly elliptical output beam 126. Lenses 108—110 serve 
respectively to collimate and focus the elliptical beam 126 
into an elliptical cross-sectional pro?le 410, the Waist region 
of Which falls Within the etalon 162. The compression of the 
beam along both the Y and the translation axis 190 improves 
the precision With Which the etalon is capable of tuning the 
laser. The expansion of the beam along the X axis increases 
Walk-off loss in the spurious interference 210 produced 
betWeen the second re?ector 118 of the etalon and the 
retrore?ector 122. This improves the operating characteris 
tics of the laser by reducing the feedback to the gain medium 
from the spurious interference. 

FIGS. 6A—B are isometric and top vieWs of an alternate 
embodiment of the astigmatic/anamorphic lens system 440. 
In the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 6A the astigmatic lens 
system distorts the beam 124 along both the X and Y axis. 
Along the Y axis the beam is compressed. Along the X axis 
the beam is expanded. This produces the desired elliptical 
cross section 410 With a Waist region of the beam having an 
elliptical cross-section Within the etalon 162. The astigmatic 
lens system 440 comprises tWo cylindrical lenses 608—610 
positioned betWeen the front facet of the laser 106 and the 
corrective element 120. Longitudinal axis of each of these 
cylindrical lenses are orthogonal one to the other. 

FIGS. 7A—B are respectively isometric side and top vieWs 
of another embodiment of the anamorphic/astigmatic lens 
system 440. In this embodiment, anamorphic prisms 
708—710 and focusing lens 706 compress the beam 124 
along an axis (i.e., the Y axis) so that it achieves the desired 
elliptical pro?le 410 and its Waist region is located Within the 
etalon 162. 

Each of the arrangements described and discussed above 
shoWs, for purposes of clarity of exposure, a translation axis 
Which is generally parallel With the Y axis of reference. This 
need not hoWever be the case. In alternate embodiments, the 
translation axis may not be parallel With the Y axis, provided 
only that the appropriate displacement of either of the ?rst 
or second re?ectors can be provided for the tuning of the 
cavity. 

The foregoing description of a preferred embodiment of 
the invention has been presented for purposes of illustration 
and description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit 
the invention to the precise forms disclosed. Obviously 
many modi?cations and variations Will be apparent to prac 
titioners skilled in this art. It is intended that the scope of the 
invention be de?ned by the folloWing claims and their 
equivalents. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A tunable external cavity laser comprising: 
a laser ampli?er for emitting a beam; 
a retrore?ector in a path of the beam; 
a ?rst re?ector and a second re?ector positioned opposite 

one another and in the path of the beam betWeen the 
laser ampli?er and the retrore?ector; and 

a translator for translating at least one of said ?rst re?ector 
and said second re?ector to vary a separation betWeen 
the re?ectors along the path of the beam, thereby tuning 
the laser ampli?er. 

2. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 1, Wherein 
said ?rst and said second re?ectors are angularly coupled to 
one another; and Wherein the translator for translating both 
said ?rst and second re?ectors across the path of the beam. 

3. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 2, Wherein 
said ?rst and second re?ectors de?ne betWeen them a Wedge 
shaped gap. 

4. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 2, further 
comprising: 

a Wedge shaped substrate; and 
Wherein said ?rst and second re?ectors include re?ective 

layers af?xed to said Wedge shaped substrate. 
5. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 1, further 

comprising: 
a corrective element positioned in the path of the beam 

betWeen the laser ampli?er and the retrore?ector for 
varying the optical length of the cavity to suppress 
mode hopping during tuning of the laser ampli?er. 

6. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 5, Wherein 
the corrective element further comprises: 

a substrate including a uniform index of refraction and a 
linearly varying thickness de?ned along axes parallel to 
the path of the beam, and the substrate coupled to the 
translator for translation across the path of the beam to 
suppress mode hopping during tuning of the laser 
ampli?er. 

7. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 5, Wherein 
the corrective element further comprises: 

a substrate including a grated index of refraction de?ned 
along a translation axis across the path of the beam, and 
the substrate coupled to the translator for translation 
across the path of the beam to suppress mode hopping 
during tuning of the laser ampli?er. 

8. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 5, Wherein 
the corrective element further comprises: 

a substrate including a index of refraction varying in 
response to an electrical stimulus; and 

a mode control coupled to the substrate to provide the 
electrical stimulus to suppress mode hopping during 
tuning of the laser ampli?er. 

9. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 1, further 
comprising: 

a pair of quarter-Wave plates, and a ?rst of the pair of 
quarter-Wave plates positioned in the path of the beam, 
betWeen the retrore?ector and the re?ectors; and a 
second of the pair of quarter-Wave plates positioned in 
the path of the beam betWeen the re?ectors and the laser 
ampli?er, and the pair of quarter-Wave plates for reduc 
ing spurious re?ections of the beam. 

10. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 1, Wherein 
said laser ampli?er comprises a laser diode. 

11. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 1, 
Wherein said laser ampli?er provides the beam With a 

cross-section compressed along a translation axis 
de?ned at an angle to the path of the beam; 
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wherein said translator translates at least one of said ?rst 
re?ector and said second re?ector along the translation 
axis; and 

Wherein further said ?rst and said second re?ectors are 
positioned to intersect the path of the beam at a tilt 
angle de?ned arcuately about the translation axis, 
thereby reducing spurious interference and re?ections 
of the beam. 

12. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 1, further 
comprising: 

a lens system positioned betWeen the laser ampli?er and 
said ?rst and said second re?ectors for compressing the 
beam along a translation axis de?ned at an angle to the 
path of the beam; 

Wherein said translator translates at least one of said ?rst 
re?ector and said second re?ector along the translation 
axis; and 

Wherein further said ?rst and said second re?ectors are 
positioned to intersect the path of the beam at a tilt 
angle de?ned arcuately about the translation axis, 
thereby reducing spurious interference and re?ections 
of the beam. 

13. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 12, Wherein 
said lens system further comprises: 

a ?rst cylindrical lens positioned in the path of the beam 
betWeen the laser ampli?er and said ?rst and second 
re?ectors, to compress the beam along the translation 
axis. 

14. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 12, Wherein 
said lens system further comprises: 

a pair of cylindrical lenses positioned in the path of the 
beam betWeen said laser ampli?er and the ?rst cylin 
drical lens and said ?rst and second re?ectors, to 
compress the beam along the translation axis, and to 
expand the beam along an axis orthogonal to the 
translation axis. 

15. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 12, Wherein 
said lens system further comprises: 
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a ?rst prism positioned in the path of the beam betWeen 

the laser ampli?er and said ?rst and second re?ectors, 
to compress the beam along the translation axis. 

16. The tunable external cavity laser of claim 12, Wherein 
said lens system further comprises: 

a pair of prisms positioned in the path of the beam 
betWeen said laser ampli?er and said ?rst and second 
re?ectors, to compress the beam along the translation 
axis, and to expand the beam along an axis orthogonal 
to the translation axis. 

17. A method of adjusting the Wavelength in an optical 
device including a laser ampli?er, a retrore?ector and an 
etalon and the etalon including a ?rst and a second re?ective 
surface; and the method of adjusting the Wavelength com 
prising the act of: 

translating at least one of the ?rst and the second re?ective 
surfaces to vary a separation betWeen the re?ectors 
along the path of a beam emitted by the laser ampli?er 
thereby varying a Wavelength at Which constructive 
interference betWeen the re?ective surfaces takes place. 

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising the act of: 
varying the optical length of the cavity to suppress mode 

hopping during tuning of the laser ampli?er. 
19. The method of claim 17, Wherein the translating act 

further comprises the act of: 
translating said at least one of the ?rst and the second 

re?ective surfaces along a translation axis de?ned at an 
angle to the path of the beam. 

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising the acts 
of: 

compressing the beam along the translation axis; and 
tilting the ?rst and the second re?ectors at a tilt angle 

de?ned arcuately about the translation axis, thereby 
reducing spurious interference and re?ections of the 
beam. 


